WE DON’T LIKE TO REPEAT OURSELVES.

Variety is the spice of life, and it’s also what keeps group retreats of all flavors from becoming stale. When you host an event at The Resort at Paws Up, no two nights are alike. Whether you host 25, or 250, both indoor and outdoor dining options are as stunning as the landscape itself. This is your guide to evening meal service—Montana style.

The Resort at Paws Up
The Yard at the Cook Shack

GATHER 'ROUND!

For a crowd-pleasing down-home experience in the heart of our Ranch Village, The Yard at the Cook Shack makes for a magnificent setting. Imagine posing for quintessential Montana photos against the backdrop of the Garnet Mountains, playing pickup games of horseshoes, watching closely as world-class chefs serve up mouthwatering cuisine at action stations and then sitting down to dine in picturesque dining pods. Add a built-in stage for live entertainment, and you have the makings of a wondrous event.
MAKE SOME HISTORY
OF YOUR OWN.

Standing beautiful and strong after a century of use, Paws Up’s Bull Barn is as impressive as the Angus bulls that roam this working cattle ranch. Inside and out, the barn’s original architecture has been renovated to sophisticated perfection, without losing any of its rustic charm. Downstairs, our signature venue beckons with huckleberry cocktails crafted with locally made spirits and live music. Your group ascends the spiral staircase to culinary heaven, aka the Great Angus Hall. Roast elk? Fresh rainbow trout? Black Angus steaks? Whatever you’ve chosen, it’s prepared masterfully by our executive chef and the Paws Up culinary team. Cap off your group’s stay with some Montana line dancing, followed by fireworks and s’mores around the fire pit out on the nearby yard.
Welcome to the Wild West—an honest-to-goodness chuck wagon dinner on the shores of the famous Blackfoot River. Our chuck wagon chef puts out a spread that would have made cowboys smile 150 years ago. Maybe some tomahawk steaks, Dutch-oven baked beans and fresh local fruit cobbler—or even a whole roasted pig for a larger group. To mellow things out, enjoy music with a harp player and, you guessed it, a cowboy poet.
The Saddle Club

CORRAL YOUR GROUP FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE EVENT.

Because we house Montana’s premier equestrian center—the Saddle Club at Paws Up—you have an opportunity for a dinner experience that typically rates five horseshoes (and keeps positive social media buzz going for days). Kick things off in the riding arena with custom rodeo events chosen just for your group. We can seat up to 350 spectators, with VIPs in comfortable leather chairs in the Sky Box suite with a fully stocked bar. As the arena activities wind down, a feast awaits, featuring the many culinary capabilities Paws Up brings to the table.
CREATE THE PERFECT SCENE ON THE BANKS OF THE BLACKFOOT.

Protected by trees beside the legendary Blackfoot River lies the River Bend, a picturesque clearing ideal for building a unique and magical dining experience. Whether for a distinctive long table dinner or a one-of-a-kind wedding ceremony, this unexpected spot affords a blank canvas of opportunities. Whatever your vision for a distinctive group function, the Paws Up team brings it to life effortlessly. Simply put, there is no better spot to dance, drink and dine under the stars.
The Island Lodge at Salmon Lake

HAVE A SPECTACULAR ISLAND ALL TO YOURSELVES.

For a group dining experience unmatched anywhere, how about hosting your event in the middle of a crystal-clear glacial lake? Just 15 minutes from The Resort, the Paws Up Island Lodge at Salmon Lake promises privacy, water sports galore and cuisine that’s rivaled only by the jaw-dropping mountain and wilderness views. Never before has dinner been served with so much water.
Meet Your Chef.

Everything served to your group is under the supervision and creative eye of Paws Up Executive Chef Sunny Jin. Drawing from the agricultural riches of Montana and his own background at the French Laundry and El Bulli, Jin insists on perfection. Expect group menus as varied as the venues, customized for your group.

Hungry to start planning your Paws Up group experience? Contact Laura Crugnale at lcrugnale@pawsup.com or 503-899-7373, Samantha Lange at slange@pawsup.com or 406-697-3065, or JJ Barlow at jbarlow@pawsup.com or 208-818-3075.